A reading report is not available.
Some students at the Institute enter the exam room and remark with pride to their friends, "I studied hard for this exam. I feel certain that I'll do well because of all the studying I did." But others enter the exam room and remark with pride to their friends, "I didn't study much for this exam. I'm sure to 'hit' it for a high mark because I didn't waste my time studying." The tendency to try to hand in too many pursuits probably arises from a genuine interest in, and aptitude for, diversified endeavors. Those of us who have tried this method of study realize the necessity of changing the results from "spreading one's self too thin." The other trend results in just as unfortunate a situation. The unilateral professional student becomes unbalanced.
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Un beating Teams
Meet When Brown
Plays Tech Friday

Visitors Favorites
To Beat Tech
In Hangar

Past Record Gives Brown
Big Margin Over
Tech Five

With the probability that Brown will enter the Hinsan Gym Friday as an unbeaten team, this basketball game poses as one of the weekend athletic highlights in New England.

The spiritual unbeaten Tech fans to have their eyes toward the game because they are coming on without the most highly rated basketball team in New England. The slight Tech team will enter the game as favorites to come out ahead and re-
team will enter the game as 3-1 following that they are coming up to have their eyes toward the game
Friday, January 9, 1940

M-11 REVIEW

STARTS THIS THURSDAY,
January 11, 5 to 7 or 8 to 10 P.M.

And don’t forget that 8:01 Quiz tonight (instead of Thursday) 5 to 6 P.M. or 8 to 9 P.M.

THE ASSOCIATED TUTORS
410 Memorial Drive
Kensington

BONA-FIDE REDUCTIONS
ON QUALITY MERCHANDISE

Practically all of this Merchandise is New this season and with prices decided on the rise, these reductions are doubly attractive

TEDFORD-HARVARD-INC.
Secretary to
LANGROCK-HARVARD-INC.

M. A. S. S. AVE.
HARVARD SQ.

THE TECH

Grapplers Try
For Win Again

Fresh And Varsity Meet
Tufts In Still Match

This Evening

Both varsity and freshman wrestling teams will be gunning for their second victory tonight as they invade Tufts to battle for the holds with the Grizzlies.

Injuries have seriously crippled the freshman aggregation, but their manager is confident of victory because their team is strong enough to withstand the Tufts aggregation. Another reason working in favor of the freshman grapplers, 100-pound disappointed, will be to set of action for a few weeks because of a slight injury.

Newcomers to Fill Gaps

The newcomers who will fill in to have their eyes toward the game tonight.

The newcomers who will fill in to have their eyes toward the game tonight.

Racquetmen Lose
To Crimson Foemen

Institute’s Staff Opposition
Overcome By Harvard
Squash Team

The Technology varsity squash grapplers were defeated (4-2) last Saturday in the M.I.T. courts by a strong Harvard team, reportedly the best college team in the country.

Captain of the Harvard team and number two man in inter-collegiate squash, defeated Robert Miller, 4-1; capt. of the Technology team. It was a very close match.

The Harvard team was still in the top form in squash today beating Columbia and Tufts.

The Squashmen and freshman team lost last to strong teams from the Harvard Club of Boston. The Squashmen team threatened to take the lead throughout the match but never quite could overcome the superior skill of the Harvard Club.

This Evening

Frosh AND -- Varsity Meet

Starting its third season, the ski team is receiving financial aids from the Institute Committee, although it is not in a recognized M.I.T.A.A. sport. It is not necessary to belong to the Outing Club in order to be eligible for com-
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